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At a glance

The Conch Restoration project in Lac, Bonaire, was part of a three-year initiative 
funded by the Dutch Postcode Lottery called “We ARE the World”. The project aimed 
to demonstrate ecosystem restoration in action and was launched in August 2010 by 
the national park management organization STINAPA Bonaire with a goal to reverse 
the dwindling of the conch population surrounding the island and in particular 
within Lac Bay. 
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Lac Bay lies on the exposed southeastern side of Bonaire. It is the largest semi-
enclosed bay in the Dutch Caribbean with a flooded area of approximately seven 
square kilometres, over half of which is open water. Lac is ecologically highly valuable 
and is recognised as a wetland of international significance (Ramsar site) and as an 
Important Bird Area by Birdlife International. In addition, it includes three threatened 
ecosystems: fringing coral reefs, seagrass beds and mangrove forests. It is also home 
to endangered species such as Green Turtle, Rainbow Parrotfish, Staghorn and Elkhorn 
corals and Queen Conch.
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Conch Restoration field staff

Sabine Engel, Project Marine Biologist
Born in 1953 in Holland, raised on Curaçao, Netherlands 
Antilles. I studied marine biology in Holland and part of my 
research was done on the reefs of Curaçao, studying the 
recruitment of corals. I have worked in Suriname for the 
Fisheries Department, in India and Sri Lanka on mariculture 
for artisanal fisherman, and in Niger setting up a fisheries 
curriculum. In Lac Bay, Bonaire I surveyed the Queen 
Conch stock, and the status of Seagrass beds in 2007. 
And of course, working as marine biologist for the ‘Conch 
Restoration Project’.

Gevy Soliana, Bonaire Fisherman
I was born in 1974 on Bonaire. For generations 
my family has been fishermen of Lac Cai, and I am 
following in the line of tradition. Lac truly is my 
second home. Growing up I have learnt all the fishing 
techniques: with lines, nets and fishtraps. Fishing in 
Lac and in the open sea, along the shore to look for 
octopus and edible shells, and also fishing for conch, 
or karko as it is called on Bonaire. I have seen at close 
hand how the amount of conch decreased, and how, 
regretfully, the fishing for conch had to be closed. 

Merel Notten, Project Filmmaker
I studied scenario-writing and directing drama/
documentary in The Netherlands. I’ve worked as a 
freelance editor, director and teacher in film and 
television. I first lived on Bonaire in 1998 and return 
frequently as it is my second home base. On the island 
together with the foundation Komakia I directed a 
short series of dramatised educational shows on drugs 
and criminality and worked on a film about Antillean 
music and its roots, produced by Bonanza Film. I began 
documenting the Conch Restoration Project in 2010.
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Diana Sint Jago, Project Rare Pride Coordinator
Born on Curaçao, I spent two years in Holland before I came 
to Bonaire in 1970. I was raised on Bonaire. After highschool, 
I worked as a stewardess for ALM/KLM. I lived in Holland 
for eight years and moved back to Bonaire in 1992, seven 
weeks after my son was born. I worked seven years for the 
government on Bonaire and ten years in tourism. I changed 
course following a course on education science, psychology, 

sociology and didactics. I was approached by the coordination of a rare pride campaign 
on island. This was an opportunity to get involved with the local community teaching 
kids the importance of all aspects of nature, especially on the Queen Conch.

Christian Lee Anderson, STINAPA Ranger, Lac Bay
I was born in San Antonio, Texas in 1982 and I am a 
dedicated ranger to Lac Bay. While living in Bonaire for more 
than 20 years, I have become aware that STINAPA is working 
hard to protect and conserve our nature. I have always been 
a fan of nature and the marine life. With my background 
in diving, I have great relationships with hotels and overall 
around Bonaire. My job is very important because we want 
to be able to maintain the nature of Lac Bay and help it to 

become healthier for our future. I like to work “hands on” with the daily tasks, for example 
when patrolling in Lac, helping stranded boats, giving information to people visiting the 
area and catching poachers.

Gielmon Egbreghts, Fisherman/Conservationist, Lac Bay
My name is Gielmon Egbreghts, but everybody knows me 
as Funchi. I am from Bonaire, but I have lived a long time in 
Holland. But Bonaire is the place where I want to be, living on 
my kunuku (local word for farm) near Washikemba with all 
the animals. I love the sea, to fish, and I have worked in the 
dive industry. But most people know me from the time when 
I worked with Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire, protecting the 
sea turtles, building awareness and helping with research. 

And now I am helping out in the ‘Conch Restoration Project’ as well, protecting seagrass 
beds and keeping an eye on things. This is something I like to do: working in the field 
and talking to people about the value of nature. Lac Bay is a beautiful area I know very 
well, both the nature side as well as when people are about to do something illegally.
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Conch on Bonaire 

Conch is much more than just a marine snail found in Bonaire’s shallow waters; it is an 
integral part of the island’s culture. Prior to the recent dramatic decline of the fishery 
on Bonaire which mirrored global stock declines, conch fishing was an important 
source of income for local fishermen and conch meat is a popular ingredient of the 
local cuisine. 

The Queen Conch (Strombus gigas) is a giant sea snail of the Strombus family. It is found 
in warm and shallow waters like Lac Bay. Planktonic larvae settle in the rubble and 
sandy areas of the bay and stay buried in the bottom for over a year. Young conch can 
be seen throughout the seagrass beds and around the fringing reefs of Lac. 

Lac Bay was once a popular spot for conch fishing because the easily accessible 
and shallow bay was teeming with these marine snails. However, recent surveys 
have shown that the number of conch in the bay is very low with only a few adults 
remaining.  Why did this happen?

The demand for conch rapidly increased as Bonaire’s population and visitation grew. 
It wasn’t long before conch meat was a popular item on restaurant menus and the 
beautiful conch shells were sold as a high demand souvenir. 

Hoping to prevent the collapse of Bonaire’s valuable conch stock, the government 
issued a law to protect conch and set rules and regulations such as bag and catch 
limits and permitting. Anyone fishing conch was required to have a permit. Enforcing 
the legislation proved to be difficult because of the size and remote location of the 
bay. No permits had been issued by the mid-1990s. Heavy fishing in the bay went on 
for too long and has now become unsustainable. Poaching is rampant and difficult to 
control because the bay is so large and remote. 

The Conch Restoration Project was established in 2010 as a last resort to save the 
conch. The project aimed to empower Bonaireans as the custodians of this valuable 
resource. It consisted of three interlinked components: an awareness campaign, an 
enforcement and legality element, and a scientific research program. 
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Queen Conch (Strombus gigas)
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Summary of Project Results 

Project goal
The goal of the Conch Restoration Project was to address the decline of Lac 
Bay’s conch population, ensuring the protection and regeneration of the area’s 
conch stock.
In several ways the project has been a great success: local awareness and base-
line science of Queen Conch and sustainable fisheries has never been higher; 
locals with a historical knowledge of Lac as well as the scientific results describe 
a bay with more conch, albeit young conch.
Despite the continued threat of poaching, the project has validated the possibil-
ity of one day restoring a viable fishery. This will not be possible however, until 
the stock has recovered and poaching is better controlled.

Scientific component
The scientific component of the project, led by marine biologist Sabine Engel, had 
two main objectives: to gather data on the Queen Conch and its related habitat, and 
to better understand the different habitats of Lac and how these affect the survival 
of conch. The scientific studies and monitoring were an outstanding success and 
yielded invaluable conservation/sustainable fishery information on the conch and 
related habitat and will provide a sound basis for management.

Tagging of conch was a central part of the project, with the Bonaire Junior Rangers 
assisting with the fieldwork. Overall, more than 4,800 individual conch were tagged 
and their whereabouts and growth rates were tracked. The data collected provides 
information on growth, population size, distribution, age classes, migration/
movements, predation and mortality of conch. Several studies also looked at the 
habitats in the bay, as well as the area’s hydrology and water circulation patterns. A 
monitoring programme of seagrass and macrofauna has also been established and is 
ongoing. One unexpected outcome was the discovery of an invasive seagrass species 
that could potentially impact the conch population in the bay.

It is now estimated that the bay can support a population of between 260 and 500 
conch per hectare. Given the amount of suitable habitat in the bay this would allow 
a population of tens of thousands conch in Lac, giving a strong indication of just 
how overfished Lac Bay’s conch population really is. The studies also revealed that 
although the areas’ conch populations are currently low, there are a high number of 
juvenile conch. This suggests that the bay provides an excellent living environment 
for juveniles and that productivity is high.
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Basic ecosystem management was also undertaken: the channels in the mangroves 
were cleared to improve water flow to the area and actions were taken to help reduce 
trampling of seagrass along the coast. Local fishermen were encouraged to participate 
in the project and worked on a variety of management aspects including helping to 
clear the channels through the mangroves, maintaining seagrass bed markers and 
mapping and removing lionfish in the bay.

Legality and Enforcement

Poaching of conch was identified early on as one of the most significant threats to 
the survival of conch in Lac Bay. Controlling poaching, however, proved problematic 
at the onset of the project because of the size of the bay, its multiple access points 
and remoteness. The evidence of poaching (discarded empty shells) was clear but 
poachers were hard to identify and catch. 

Much was done to try and strengthen enforcement throughout the course of this 
project. There is now a park ranger dedicated to Lac Bay, and the Marine Park rangers 
patrol the bay regularly. Two fishermen were also added to the park rangers’ team to 
strengthen surveillance; they are important advocates of the project amongst the 
local population. This approach has had some success as the number of witnessed 
and reported infractions has been reduced. The vast majority of fishermen are in 
favour of conch regulations and were even prepared to accept a short-term (five-year) 
moratorium on the taking of conch from the bay. 

Monitoring and measuring the Karko in Lac bay
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In spite of this, a small but persistent group of fishermen is still poaching conch at an 
estimated take of 200 to 300 conch per month, the majority of which are juveniles 
and is well beyond the threshold for sustainability. Efforts were made to reach 
out to this small group of poachers in the final year of the project, but these were 
insufficient to formulate a comprehensive solution to the problem; unless more 
attention is paid to this issue, this small group of poachers will keep plundering the 
bay. Consequently, no conch fishery has been established yet, as the density of conch 
needs to be greater than 80 per hectare.  

Another important component of the project was the improved management of 
conch products. Conch is protected by island legislation and is listed in Appendix II of 
CITES and therefore protected under international law. Conch imports are now being 
strictly controlled and conch sold in restaurants is being monitored. There has been a 
reduction in local conch products offered for sale.

Awareness campaign

The project’s intense outreach and media campaign ran throughout the 
years under the slogan “ban trese karko bek”, or in English “bring back the 
conch”. Presentations on conch were made in schools, there were daily radio 
announcements with a special conch jingle, and eight film documentaries 
profiling the project and the need for the conservation of conch aired on local 
television and the internet. Outreach materials were developed and handed out, 
including posters, buttons, factsheets on conch and a new children’s book and 
accompanying workbook.  A large mural featuring conch was painted on a large 
prominent wall in the centre of Bonaire’s main town of Kralendijk.

The goal was to raise awareness amongst the local community of the 
importance of conch and the need for its protection; the project was beyond 
a success. Awareness about conch and the need for conch conservation 
amongst the local community has never been higher and the majority of 
the community support conch protection. Junior Rangers have become very 
involved. The Conch Restoration Project has also been invaluable in terms of 
building awareness and support for conservation of the bay as a whole and 
particularly management of the land area around the bay to address issues such 
as overgrazing and consequent sedimentation.
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Conclusion
The project has been successful in many aspects. The number of conch has in-
creased as evidenced both anecdotally by fisherman and scientifically through 
project monitoring efforts; invaluable research data on conch populations and 
their habitat has been collected; and the majority of the community support 
conch conservation.
However, it appears that the conch population in Lac Bay is presently so deplet-
ed that persistent poaching is a significant threat to their continued survival. If 
poaching is not better controlled, other efforts to restore Lac Bay’s conch popu-
lation will prove ineffective in the long-term.

Outreach materials were developed and handed 
out, including posters, buttons, factsheets on 
conch and a new children’s book and accompany-
ing workbook.  A large mural featuring conch was 
painted on a large prominent wall in the centre of 
Kralendijk.
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Looking ahead

The Conch Restoration Project may have come to an end, but this does not mean that 
efforts to protect conch in Lac Bay and Bonaire will stop. The primary focus will now 
be on the project’s main shortcoming, which is controlling the poaching of conch. 

The project did not entirely succeed in enforcing conch-fishing regulations nor 
imposing a moratorium in the bay on the taking of conch because of a small but 
persistent group of poachers. Because of this, key goals for the project including 
working with fishermen on voluntary fishing restrictions and establishing reasonable 
catch limits for a future fishery were not achieved. 

The objective from here forward will be to work directly with conch poachers, 
looking especially at alternative livelihoods for these fishermen as well as the concept 
of “fisherman ownership” over the bay. In its final year, the awareness campaign of 
the Conch Restoration Project focused on reaching out directly to Lac Bay’s conch 
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poachers. The meetings were informative and productive, confirming that the 
poachers collected conch to have an additional income to feed their families.

Similar species-focused conservation on Bonaire, with sea turtles and parrots, has 
proven that changes in nature-human relationships take time and STINAPA is invested 
for the long-term. Funds for a dedicated ranger for the area have been secured, long-
term monitoring will continue and STINAPA’s outreach programme will keep bringing 
the conch’s predicament to the public eye. 

Despite struggles enforcing the conch legislation, the Conch Restoration Project 
represents a huge step forward in understanding poaching issues and has provided 
better tools for nature conservation on Bonaire. These improvements will enable 
STINAPA to work with the Government and private sector to find a long-term solution 
to the conch poaching issue as well as other sustainability issues
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